
MATH WORD PROBLEMS 7TH GRADE

Grade 7 maths problems with answers are presented.

Determining the Area of 2D Shapes: A single trading card is 9 centimetres long by 6 centimetres wide. By
contrast, 6 percent means just that: only six pennies out of , six parts out of a , or six tiny slivers of cake out of 
Introducing Data Relationships: Maurita and Felice each take 4 tests. How much of the case did Whitney
drink? You can then decide which one you prefer. Which number is equal to N? How many balls are blue?
Jenny has 28 trophies. For this equation, m is the number of muffins and c is the number of classmates. Show
Step-by-step Solutions Rotate to landscape screen format on a mobile phone or small tablet to use the
Mathway widget, a free math problem solver that answers your questions with step-by-step explanations. How
many kilograms of squash did Inger buy? Feature Red Herrings: Including unnecessary information introduces
another problem-solving element, overwhelming many elementary students. In June, the hobby store sold 15,
more trading cards than normal. What number am I? What kind of triangle is it? She gave 6 to her friend
Theresa. Ordering and Number Sense  You can use the free Mathway calculator and problem solver below to
practice Algebra or other math topics. How many cartons of milk did Frank drink? So, he incentivizes himself
through video games. How many pounds of chicken did the grocery store have in the morning? Physical
Measurement  If he decides to invite 15 friends instead, how much money will it cost his parents? Write an
expression that shows how many goals Alexa scored. Multiplying Integers Ending with 0: A clothing
company has 4 different kinds of sweatshirts. Multiplying 1-Digit Integers: Adrianna needs to cut a pan of
brownies into pieces. N is one of the numbers below. She wants to spread the soil evenly between her 2 plants.
For example, if most of your class loves American football, a measurement problem could involve the
throwing distance of a famous quarterback. When she left the park, Adrianna shared another 10 pieces of
bubble gum. Writing Variable Expressions for Subtraction: Elizabeth eats a healthy, balanced breakfast b
times a week. Each side of the paper is 8 centimetres. Mixing Addition and Subtraction: There are books in a
library.


